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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with the interdependence of the irreducible constituents 
of an algebra of n x n matrices over a field F. It is shown that there is a similarity 
transformation reducing the algebra to a block triangular form in which, at each pair 
of diagonal places, the blocks either are always equal or may be occupied by any 
entries from the corresponding irreducible constituents. A recent theorem of Kaplan- 
sky is extended as an application of this result. 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field F and @ be a 
subalgebra of M,(F). If 
is a composition series for V as a (right) @-module and dim(y_l/VJ= nj, 
then a similarity transformation can be found so that 62 has block (upper) 
triangular form with diagonal blocks of sizes n, X q, 1 <i < t. At this point it 
is convenient to introduce some notation. If A E ff is in block triangular 
form, dg(A) = (A,,A,, . . . , A,) indicates that the matrices Ai are the diagonal 
blocks of A (in order). We will also use i-dg(A) = Aj to denote that Ai is the 
ith diagonal block of A. Put 
&={AA,EM,,(F):thereisAE& withi-dg(A)=Ai}. 
Then v _ 1 / VJ is a faithful irreducible 6?, -module, so by the density theorem 
[3, p. 951, & -Mk,(Aj) w h ere Ai is a finite-dimensional division algebra over 
F. The question arises as to the interdependence of these algebras &. 
Schneider conjectured that when F is algebraically closed, there would 
be a similarity transformation so that & would have block triangular form 
and for each pair (i, j), 1< i <i < t, either i-dg(A) = j-dg(A) for all A E & or 
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{ (i-dg(A), j-dg(A)) : A E @} = gi X 6$. The former possibility is described by 
saying that & and ei are linked, the latter by saying that $ and &?f are 
ino!ependent. 
Since it is a property of the diagonal blocks which concerns us, we 
essentially consider the semisimple algebra {dg(A) :A E a} rather than @ 
itself. Thus in our proof we shall identify @ with this semisimple algebra. For 
this algebra, in the case F = C, the result is proved by Barker, Eifler, and 
Kezlan [ 11. Our Theorem 1 extends the Theorem of [l] by removing the 
restriction on the field. 
THEOREM 1. Let &? be a subalgebra of M,,(F). Then there is a rwmsingu- 
lur matrix P E M,,(F) such that each member of P - '&P is of block (upper) 
triangular form with diagonal blocks of dimension n,, 1 <i <t, and the 
irreducible constituents occur in either linked or independent pairs. 
Proof. Using the above decomposition series for V, we obtain @ in 
block triangular form. From this point on, the similarity transformations used 
will be effected by block diagonal matrices of the same form as the diagonals 
of @. Thus we will take @ to be in block diagonal form. For each A E @ 
denote the number of nonzero diagonal blocks by P(A). Pick from among the 
nonzero matrices in @ a matrix M with /3(M) = r, say, minimal. [This set is 
nonempty, since p(Z) = t > 1.1 For notational convenience we take these r 
nonzero blocks to occupy the first r places of dg(M). 
Consider @ = {X E @ : i-dg(X) = 0 w h en i>r}. The matrix ME%, which 
is a nonzero ideal of @. Also 
93i={xiE@i:th ere is X E % with i-dg( X) = Xi} 
is an ideal of $, which is a simple algebra. Thus, for 1 <i <r, ai = @,. We 
now assert that each of these algebras & is isomorphic to & 
For each X E ??! define the map 8, : X,+i-dg(X) for 1-G i < r. If X and 
Y E a have i-dg(X) = i-dg( Y), then X- Y E 2 has p(X- Y) <r, so the 
minimality of r forces X = Y. Thus 0, is one-to-one. It is straightforward to 
verify that 0, is an F-algebra homomorphism. Finally, since g3, = &, we 
know that 8, is onto ai and so is an isomorphism. In particular, @i = &, for 
1 < i < r, under the composite map (pi = 0, ‘fZi. 
The algebra @, =M,JAJ for some division algebra Ai, likewise @* = 
Mk (AJ, and by the results of [2, Chapter III, $ lo] it follows that k, = ki and 
Ai=Ai. Now 
=ki[Ai:F]=k,[A,:F]=n,. 
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Hence $ and $ are isomorphic simple subalgebras of M,,(F). We deduce 
from [3, p. 1611 that the isomorphism $+ extends to an inner automorphism of 
M,,(F). Therefore there is a nonsingular matrix Pi E M,,(F) such that PI-ix& 
=X, for eachXE&?, where l&i<r. 
Put P=dg(P,,. ..,P,,I,.. ., I). Then each member of P -‘8!P has the form 
dg (X,,...,X,,O,..., 0), where the Xi’s occupy the first r places and X, E @r , 
and all such diagonals occur. In particular the idempotent matrix-J, with 
i-dg(J) = I,+ where 1< i < r and zero otherwise, is a member of P - ‘@P. 
Now identify @ with P -‘@P. For A E @ the matrix JA E a, so 1-dg(JA) 
= i-dg(]A) for 1 < i < r. The argument now proceeds by induction on n, the 
“independence” f 0 11 owingfrom thefactthat @=./@@(I,-J)@. n 
REMARK. By [5, Proposition l] the reduction to this form may be 
achieved by a unitary transformation in case F= C. 
We now apply Theorem 1 to provide a slight extension of a recent 
theorem of Kaplansky [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let Q be a multiplicative semigroup of n X n matrices over 
an algebraically closed field F such that all the matrices in Q have the same 
trace. If charF= 0 or if n/2 < charF, then &? can be put in simultaneous 
triangular form. 
Proof. Let @ be the F-algebra generated by a. Then Q is a spanning set 
for @, Take & to be in the canonical form of Theorem 1. Suppose that there 
are m linked copies of M,(F), k > 1, on the diagonal. Then there is a matrix 
AE@ with m copies of A=e,, + e,, E M,(F) on the diagonal and all other 
diagonal entries zero. Thus tr(K) =O. However, 
for some q E F, si E Q, and 1 < i Q u, say. If w is the common trace value for 
members of 52, then 
tr(A) = 5 a( 0. 
( ) i=l 
Now tr(i2) = 2m, whilst 
/p, 2 aiayisisi. 
i,i=l 
6 
But sjsi EQ, so 
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Hence with 
we get aw=O and cx%=2m. We now deal with various characteristics. 
(1) charF= 0. From 2m = 0 we deduce that m = 0 and @ is triangu- 
lated. 
(2) charF=p#2. Since 2m<km<n<2p,2m=O implies m=O and @ 
is triangulated. 
(3) charF=2. Take A^ and B^ E @ with m copies of A = e,, E M,(F) and 
B = e,, + ezZ E M,(F), respectively, on the diagonal and all other diagonal 
entries zero. Now 
A= 2 cYisi, 
i=l 
so tr(A) = cxw = m, where 
Also 
so tr(i) = /!LJ = 2m = 0, where 
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Since dg(Ai) = dg(A) and 
we get, taking traces, that (Y&J = (YO. Therefore m = 0 and @ is triangulated. 
W 
&SfARK 1. For n > 2p the example given in [4] easily extends to show 
that triangulation need not occur. 
REMARK 2 (Kaplan&y [4]). F or n = 2 or 3 it is clear, from Theorem 2, 
that triangulation is possible for all fields F. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the comments and helpful suggestions 
mude by the referee. 
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